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The stochastic calculus with anticipating integrands has been recently developed 
by several authors (see in particular [5,6,9] and the references therein). This new the
ory al~ows to study different types of stochastic differential equations driven by a d
dimensional Brownian motion {W(t),O ~ t ~ 1}, where the solutions turn out to be 
non necessarily adapted to the filtration generated by W. We refer the reader to [12] 
for a survey of the applications of the anticipating stochastic calculus to stochastic dif
ferential equations. In particular one can consider stochastic differential equations of 
the form 

k 

dXt = f(Xt) + I: g¡(Xt) o dW/, O~ t ~ 1, (1.1) 
i=l 

and, instead of giving the value of the process at time zero, we impose a boundary 
condition of the form h(X0 ,X1 ) = h0 • In general, the solution {Xt,O ~ t ~ 1} will 
not be an adapted process, and the stochastic integral J: g¡(X.,) o dW; is taken in the 
extended Stratonovich sense. The existence and uniqueness of a solution for an equation 
of this type has been investigated in sorne particular cases, and the Markov property of 
the solution has been studied. More precisely the following particular situations have 
been considered: 

(a) The functions f, g and h are affine. (Ocone-Pardoux [11]) 
(b) k = d and the function g is a constant equal to the identity matrix. (Nualart

Pardoux [7]) 
( c) k = d = l, and h is linear. ( Donati-Martin [2J) 
( d) Second order stochastic differential equations in dimension one of the following 

type 
O~ t ~ 1, (1.2) 
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with Dirichlet boundary conditions Xo = a, X1 = b. (Nualart-Pardoux [8]). 

The objective of this paper is to describe sorne of the results obtained in these 
articles concerning the existence and uniqueness and the Markov property of the solution 
of the equations ( 1.1) and ( 1.2). In order to illustrate the techniques used in the cases 
(b), ( c) and ( d) we are going to present a complete study in the particular case of 
a second order stochastic differential equation of the type (1.2) when the function f 
depends only on the variable Xt. This hypothesis allows to simplify the arguments used 
in [8], and more direct computations can be carried out in this case. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will introduce the basic 
notations and results of the theory of noncausal stochastic calculus that will be needed 
la ter. In particular we will state an extended version of the Girsanov theorem for non 
necessarily adapted processes which is due to Ramer [13] and Kusuoka [3]. In Section 
3 we will study the Markov property of the solution of the second order stochastic 
differential equation 

Xt + f(Xt, t) = Wt, 
Xo....:. X1 = O. 

O$ t $ 1, 
(1.3) 

The main result is as follows. Assuming that f has linear growth, admits two contin
uous partial derivatives with respect to x and f~ $ O, then the process {(Xt, .Xt)} is 
Markovian if and only if f is an affine function. The proof of this result is based on the 
following idea. Denote by {Yi, O$ t $ 1} the solution of (1.3) for f = O. Then {(Yi, Yt)} 
is known to be a Markov process. On the other hand, the law of {Xt} is the same as 
the law of {Yi} under a new probability measure Q which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Wiener measure. Then one can show that for any t E (O, 1) the corre
sponding Radon-Nikodym derivative cannot be expressed as the product of two factors 
one of them a{(Ys, Ya), O $ s $ t}-measurable and the other a{(Ys, Ys), t $ s $ 1}
measurable. This lack of factorization prevents for the Markov property to hold. 

Section 4 will be devoted to survey sorne of the results obtained in [2,7,11] on the 
existence and uniqueness of a solution and its Markov property for different types of 
first order stochastic differential equations with boundary conditions. 

2. Sorne elements of noncausal stochastic calculus. 

Let n = C0 ([0, 1]) be the space of continuous functions on [O, 1] which vanish at 
zero. We denote by P the Wiener measure on n, and by :F the Borel a-field completed 
with respect to P. Then, Wt(w) = Wt, O $ t $ 1 will represent the Wiener process 
defined on the canonical space (!l,:F, P). The Hilbert space L 2 (0, 1) will be denoted by 
H. Let us first recall briefly the notions of derivation on Wiener space and of Skorohod 
integral. We denote by S the subset of L2 (f2) consisting of those random variables of 
the form: 

(2.lf 
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where n 2:: 1, h1 , ... , hn E L 2 (0, 1), and f E cr(IRn). The random variables of the 
form (2.1) are called smooth functionals. For a smooth functional F E S of the form 
(2.1) we define its derivative DF as the stochastic process {DtF,O :'.S t :'.S 1} given by 

(2.2) 

Then D is a closable unbounded operator from L2(Q) into L2(Q x [O, 1)). We will denote 
by ID1

'
2 the completion of S with respect to the norm 11 · ll1,2 defined by 

IIFlli,2 = IIFll2 + IIDFIIL2 (nx[o,1)), FES. 

Similarly, for any fixed h E L2 (0, 1) we can define Dh F = f0
1 

DtFh(t)dt, if FE S. Then 
Dh is closable and we will denote by JDh,2 the closure of S by the norm 

We will denote by 6 the adjoint of the derivation operator D. That means, 6 is a 
closed and unbounded operator from L2 (Q x [O, 1]) into L2 (Q) defined as follows: The 
domain of 6, Dom 6, is the set of processes u E L2(Q x [O, 1)) such that there exists a 
positive constant Cu verifying 

(2.3) 

for all F E S. If u belongs to the domain of 6 then 6 (u) is the square integrable random 
variable determined by the duality relation 

FE [)1,2_ (2.4) 

The operator 6 is an extension of the Ito integral in the sense that the class L; of 
processes u in L2 (Q x [O, 1]) which are adapted to the Brownian filtration is included 
in Dom 6 and 6( u) is equal to the lto integral if u E L;. The operator 6 is called the 
Skorohod stochastic integral. We refer the reader to [6] for the proof of the basic facts 
of the stochastic calculus for the Skorohod integral. 

Define IL1
•
2 = L2 ([0, 1]; ID1

•
2

). Then the space IL1
•
2 is included into the doma.in of 

6. The operators D, Dh and 6 are local in the following sense: 
(a) l{F=o}DF = O, for all FE ID1

•
2

, 

(b) l{F=o}Dh F = O, for all FE ]Dh,
2

, 

(c) 1{11 2 d_ }6(u)=O, foralluE1L1
•
2

• 
0 

ut t-0 

Then one can define the spaces IDf~~, ID~; and Lf~~ by a standard localization 
method. For instance, L 1

1 
'c
2 is the space of processes u such that there exists a sequence 

o 1 2 {(nn, Un), n 2:: 1} such that nn E :F, nn j n, a.s., Un E L ' , and Un = u on nn for 
each n. By property (e) the Skorohod integral can be extended to the processes of the 
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class IL[~~. In a similar way the operators D and Dh can be properly defined on the 

ID l 2 d h 2 , sets !~e an ID1;c , respect1vely. 
The derivation operator D can be used to translate sorne measurability properties 

into algebraic conditions. The following lemma is an example of this application of the 
derivation operator, and it will be used in the next section. 

Lemma 2.1. Fix k functions h1 , •.• , hk E H, wbere we recall tbat H denotes the 
Hilbert space L2(0, 1). Let g be tbe Cí-algebra generated by tbe Gaussian random 

variables f0

1 
h1(t)dWt, ... , f0

1 
hk(t)dWt. Let F be a random variable in the space ID{~~ 

such that F la is Q-measurable for some set GE Q. Then there exist random variables 
A¡, 1 ~ i ~ k such tbat 

k 

laDtF =la¿ A¡h¡(t), 
i=l 

for dP x dt almost ali (w, t) E Q x [O, l]. 

Proof: Consider the subspace 1( of H = L2(0, 1) spanned by h1 , •.• , hk. Since we can 
approximate F by 'Pn(F) with 'Pn E Cb(IR) and 'Pn(x) = x for lxl ~ n, it is sufficient to 
prove the result for F E IDt~ íl L2 (Q). Let h1-I<. Clearly the conditional expectation 
E(FIQ) belongs to IDh,2 and Dh E(FIQ) = O. Moreover the hypotheses of the lemma 
imply that F E IDt~ and E(FIQ) = F a.s. on G. From the local property of the 
operator Dh we deduce that 

Dh F = fo 1 

htDtFdt = o, a.s. on G. 

Then it only remains to choose a countable dense set in the orthogonal of K and we 
obtain that laDF E J( a.s., which implies the desired result. Q.E.D. 

Let us recall the definition of the Stratonovich integral and its relation with the 
Skorohod integral. Let {ut, O~ t ~ 1} be a measurable process such that J; u~dt < oo 
a.s. Then u is said to be Stratonovich integrable if 

L --- ' U8 ds (W(t;+1)- W(t;)) 
n-1 ( 1 ¡t·+1 ) 
j=l t;+1 -t; t; 

converges in probability as l1rl -+ O, where 1r = {O = t1 < • • · < tn = l} runs over 
all finite partitions of [O, l] and l1rl = max;(t;+1 - t;). The limit will be called the 

Stratonovich integral of u and it will be denoted by f
0
1 Ut o dWt. 

Let IL~2 denote the set of processes u E IL1
•
2 such that: 

(i) The set of functions {s -+ Dtus,O ~ s ~ t}, t E [O, 1], with values in L2(í2) is 
equicontinuous for sorne version of Du, and similarly, the set of functions { s -+ 

Dtus, t ~ s ~ l}, t E [O, 1], is also equicontinuous for a version (possibly different) 
of Du. 

(ii) ess sup 8 t E(IDsutl2 ) < oo. , 



For a process u in the class IL22 we define 

D¡ u = lim DtUt+f 
dü 

Then we have ( cf. Theorem 7.3 of [6]): 
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Proposition 2.2. If u belongs to IL22 then u is Stratonovich integrable and 

¡1 1¡1 
Jo Ut o dWt = b(u) + 210 (Dtu + D¡-u)dt. (2.5) 

From the point of view of the stochastic calculus, the Stratonovich integral behaves 
asan ordinary pathwise integral. We refer to (6] for a detailed discussion of this fact. 

The next proposition provides a different kind of sufficient conditions for the exis
tence of the Stratonovich integral. 

Proposition 2.3. Let u be a process in ILf~~. Suppose that the integral operator 
from H into H associated with the kernel Du( w) is nuclear for all w a.s. Then u is 
Stratonovich integrable and we have 

¡1 

Ut o dWt = b(u) + Tr Du. (2.6) 

Proof: From Proposition 6.1 of [9] we know that for any complete orthonormal system 
{e¡, i ~ 1} in H the series 

t ([ u,e;(t)dt) J.' e;(s)dW, 

converges in probability to b( u) + Tr Du. Then the proposition follows from the results 
of [10]. Q.E.D. 

We will finish this preliminary section with sorne comments about the noncausal 
Girsanov theorem. Let { Ut, O $ t $ 1} be a measurable process such that J0

1 u¡ dt < oo 
a.s. Define the transformation T : 11 --+ n by 

T(w)t = Wt + 1t us(w)ds. 

We know that if u is adapted and if E( J) = 1, where J = exp ( - J: u.,dW., - ½ J0
1 

u;ds), 
then {T(w)t} is a Wiener process under a new probability Q given by dQ/dP = J. For 
a non adapted process u we need more restrictive conditions on the process in order to 
deduce a similar result. Let us first introduce the following definition (see Kusuoka [3]): 

Deflnition 2.4. Let u be a measurable process such that f0
1 u¡dt < oo a.s. We will 

say that u is H-C1 ( namely, the mapping w -+ u. ( w) from n into H is rl-C1
) if there 

exists a random kernel Du(w) E L2([0, 1]2) such that: 
(i) llu(w + J~ h.,ds) - u(w) - Du(w)(h)IIH = o(llhllH) for all w En as llhllH tends to 

zero. 
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(ií) The mapping h f---+ Du(w + J~ hsds) is continuous from H into L 2 ([0, 1]2) for all 
w. 

One can prove (see the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Kusuoka [3]) that if u is 1t-C1 then u 
belongs to[,:~~, and the kernel Du verifying the above conditions (i) and (ii) is precisely 
the operator D applied to u. Furthermore if u : n --+ H is continuously differentiable 
then u is 1t-C1, and for every w E n, Du(w) E H 0 H is the derivative of u. Using 
these defintions, we can state the following result proved by Kusuoka (see Theorem 6.4 
of [3]). 

Theorem 2.5. Let { Ut, O s; t s; l} be a stochastic process which defines a 1t-C1 map 
from n into L2 (0, 1). Suppose that: 

(i) The transformation T: n--+ n given by T(w)t = Wt + J; us(w)ds is bijective. 
(ii) I + Du(w) : H--+ H is invertible, foral] w a.s. 
Then the process { Wt + f

0
t u s ds} 1s a Wiener process under the probabili ty Q on 

Co([O, 1]) given by 

dQ l ¡1 
dP =ldc(-Du)lexp (-b(u)- 2 Jo u¡dt), (2.7) 

where dc(-Du) denotes the Carleman-Fredbolm determinant of the square integrable 
kernel Du E L2([0, 1]2). 

We refer to [15] and [17] for the definition and main properties of the Carleman
Fredholm determinant of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. If the integral operator associated 
with the kernel Du(w) is nuclear for each w, then the Carleman-Ferdholm determinant 
can be computed as follows (see [15]): 

dc(-Du) = det(J + Du)exp(-Tr Du). (2.8) 

Moreover, from Proposition 2.3 we obtain in this case 

dQ ¡1 1 ¡1 
dP=ldet(I+Du)lexp(- 10 UtodWt- 2 Jo u¡dt). (2.9) 

3. Second order stochastic differential equations with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions 

In this section we are going to study the second order stochastic differential equation 

O s; t s; 1, (3.1) 

with the boundary conditions Xo = X1 = O. Here {Wt} is a one-dimensional Brownian 
motion starting at zero, and the function f : Ill x [O, 1] -+ Ill, is supposed to be mea
surable and locally bounded. Equation (3.1) must be regarded as a formal differential 
version of the integral equation 

Xt + ¡t f(Xs s)ds = Xo + Wt, O~t~l. (3.Z) 
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Befare studying the equation ( 3.1) we will find the solution in the particular case 
f = O. That means, let {Yi} be the solution of 

}~ = lVt , O :::; t :::; 1, 

Yo= Y1 = O. 
(3.3) 

The solution to the equation (3.3) is 

Yi = -t fo 1 

lVsds + 1t Wsds, (3.4) 

and we also have 

Yi = Wt - ¡1 

W.,ds. (3.5) 

Define the transformation T: Co([O, 1]) ---+ Co([O, 1]) by 

T(w)t = Wt + ¡t J(Ys(w),s)ds, (3.6) 

where {Yt} is given by (3.4). Notice that the mapping w 1-----+ Y(w) from Co([O, 1]) 
into the space CJ 0 (0, 1) of continuously differentiable functions y on (0,1) such that 
limt¡o y(t) = O and limn1 y(t) = O is bijective. 

We remark the following two facts: 

(I) lf T(r¡) = W, then the function Xt = Yi(r¡) is a solution of the equation (3.1). 
In fact, we have 

Xt=Yi(r¡)=-i
1 

T/sds+r¡t=Xo+Wt-¡t J(X.,,s)ds. 

(II) Conversely, ifwe are given a solution {Xt} of equation (3.1), then T(Y-1 (X)) = 
W. lndeed, if we set y- 1 (X) = r¡, then 

T(r¡)t = T/t + 1t f(Y.,(r¡), s) ds = T/t + Wt + Xo - Xt == Wt. 

Consequently, if T is a bijection then equation (3.1) has the unique solution X = 
Y(T- 1(W)) for any continuous function W E C0 ([0, 11). In the seque! we will assume 
the following hypothesis: 

(P. l ): The function f is nonincreasing in the variable x, local.ly Lipschitz and with 
linear growth, uniformly with respect to the variable t. That means, for every N > O 
there exist constants e > o and e N > o such that 

lf(x, t) - f(y, t)I :::; CNlx - YI, V lxl, IYI:::; N, t E [O, 1], 

lf(x, t)I :::; C(l + lxl), Vx, t. 
We will see in the next proposition that this hypothesis is sufficient for the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution of the equation (3.1). 
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that f verifies (P.l). Then T is a bijection and, conse
quently, there exists a unique solution to the equation (3.1) for any continuous function 
W in C0 ([0, 1]). 

Proof: We need to show that for any r¡ E Co([O, 1)) there exists a unique function 
W E Co([O, 1]) such that 

Tlt = Wt + f (-t 11 

Wsds + 1t Wsds, s) . 

Set V = r¡ - W. Then V satisfies 

Vt = f (t 11 

V..,ds- lt V8 ds +(t,t), 

V0 =0, 

where 

(t = -t 11 

r¡ 8 ds + 1t r¡8 ds. 

For any y E 1R we consider the differential equation 

¼(y)= f (ty -1t Vs(y)ds + (t, t) 

Vo(Y) = O. 

By a comparison theorem for ordinary differential equations and using the monotonicity 
properties off we deduce that the mapping y 1----+ Ví(y) is continuous and nonincreasing 

for each t E [O, 1]. Therefore, J; Ví(y)dt is a nonincreasing and continuous function of 

y, and this implies the existence of a unique real number y such that f0
1 Ví(y)dt = y. 

This completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 

We want to study the Markov properties of the process {Xt} solutionof the equation 
(3.1). Let us first recall the following types of Markov property: 

(1) We say that a d-dimensional stochastic process {Zt, O $ t $ 1} is a Markov 
process if for any t E [O, 1] the past and the future of { Z 8 } are conditionally independent, 
given the present state Zt, 

(2) We say that {Zt, O$ t $ 1} is a Markov field if for any O$ s < t $ l, the values 
of the process inside and outside the interval [s, t] are conditionally independent, given 
Z.., and Zt, 

Following the results of Russek [14] we might conjecture that as a solution of a 
second order stochastic differential equation the process {Xt} is a 2-Markov process, 
that means, the two dimensional process {(Xt, Xt)} is a Markov process. We first show 
that this is true for the process {Yi} i.e., when f = O. 

Proposition 3.2. Tbe process {(Yi, Yi ), O $ t $ 1} defi.ned by tbe equations (3.4) and 
(3.5) is a Markov process. 
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Proof: Let 1P(x,y) be a real valued bounded and measurable function. Fix s < t and 

set ( = J0

1 Wt dt. We have to compute the conditional expectation 

E(1P(Yi, Yt)l(Yr, Yr), o~ r ~ s) 

= E(1P(-t( + ¡t Wudu, -( + Wt) 1 (, Wr, O~ r ~ s) 

= E( 1P(-t( + ¡s Wudu + ¡t (Wu - Ws)du + (t - S )Ws, 

- ( + Wt - l,Vs + Ws)I(, Wr, O~ r ~ S) 

= [ 1P( - t( + r Wu du +X+ (t - s)W.,, -(+y + w.,) 1J1v lo 
. N ( ( ( t - s )2 ( 3 - 2s - t) ¡1 ( W _ W ) d 

2(1 - s )3 J., u s u, 

3(t-s)(2-s-t) ¡1 ) ) 
2(l - s)3 }., (Wu - W.,)du , A (dx, dy) 

where A denotes the conditional covariance rnatrix of the Gaussian vector (J:(Wu -

W.,) du, Wt - W.,), given J.,\Wt - W.,)dt. Consequently, the above conditional expecta
tion will be a function of the random variables 

-t( + 1s Wu du + (t - s) W., =(t - s)Y., +Y.,, 

-(+W.,=Y.,, 

¡~ (Wu - W.,) du = - (l - s)Y., - Y.,, 

and this irnplies the Markov property. Q.E.D. 

We will see that, except in the linear case, the Markov property does not hold for 
the process {Xt}. One rnight think that the Markov field property is better adapted 
to our equation because we impose fixed values at the boundary points t = O and 
t = l. However this is not the case and, as we shall see, the nonlinearity of the function 
J prevents for any type of Markov property. The main result of this section is the 
following. 

Theorem 3.3. Let {Xt, t E [O, 11} be the solution of equation (3.1) and suppose 
that the function f has linear growth, f is of class C2 with respect to x, its partial 
derivatives J;, f:x are continuous in (x, t), and J~ ~ O. Then if J is an a.ffine function 
oí x, {(Xt, Xt)} is a Markov process, and conversely, if this process is a Markov -field, 
then f~x = O. 

In order to prove this theorem we are going to introduce a new probability rneasure 
Q on C0 ((0, 1]) such that P = Q o r-1 , where T is the mapping defined by (3.6). Then 
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{T(w)t} will be a Wiener process uner Q, and, consequently, the law of the process 
{Xt} under the probability P coincides with the law of {Yí} under Q. In fact, we have 

P{w: X(w) E B} = Q{w: X(T(w)) E B} = Q{w: Y(w) E B}, 

for any Borel subset B of CJ,0 ([0, l]). In this way we will translate the problem of the 
Markov property of {Xt} into the problem of the Markov property of the process {Yí} 
under a new probability Q. This problem can be handled, provided Q is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Wiener measure P and we can compute an explicit 
expression for its Radon-Nikodym derivative. To do this we will make use of Theorem 
2.5. So, before proving Theorem 3.3 we will present sorne preliminary lemmas. Let us 
first introduce sorne notations. Set Ot = J;(Yí, t), and denote by Mt the matrix [~-ª~]. 
Let ~t be the solution of the linear differential equation 

d~t = Mt~t dt 

~o= I 

We will also denote by ~( t, s) the matrix ~t~_;- 1 • 

(3.6) 

Lemma 3.4. Let f be a function satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3. Then the 
process Ut = f(Yí, t) verifies the conditions of the generalized Girsanov Theorem 2.5 
and we have 

dQ (1 1 /1 
dP = Z1 exp ( - lo f(Yí, t) o dWt - 2 lo f(Yí, t)2 

dt) , 

where Z1 is the solution at time t = l of the second arder differential equation 

{ 
Zt + OtZt = o 
Zo = O,Zo = l. 

Proof of Lemma S.4- First we have to check that the process 

Ut = f(Yí, t) = f(-t fo 1 

W.,ds + 1t W.,ds, t) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5. We already know that the mapping T(w )t = 
Wt + J; u.,(w)ds is bijective, dueto Proposition 3.1. Furthermore, u is rl-C1 because 
the mapping w 1---+ u. ( w) is continuously differentiable from n into H. So, it remains 
to show that I + Du is invertible a.s. From the properties of the operator D we deduce 
that 

D.,Yi = -t(l - s) + (t - s )+ = st - s /\ t, (3.9) 

and therefore, 
D.,ut = O'.t(st - s /\ t). (3.10) 

From the Fredholm alternative, in order to show that I + Du is invertible, it suffices to 
check that -1 is notan eigenvalue of Du(w), for each w En a.s. Let h E L2 (0, 1) such 
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that (I + Du)h = O. Then 

which can be written as 

ht + tCY.t ¡1 

s hs ds - CY.t ¡t s h8 ds - Ül'.t ¡1 

h8 ds = O. 

Setting gt = J; hs ds and Ut = J; g8 ds we obtain 

Then the solution of the second order differential equation (3.11) is given by 

Ut = U1 ¡t 4>21 ( t, s )sasds , 

which implies U1 = O because 4>21 ~ O and CY. 8 ~ O. 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

To finish the proof of the lemma it remains to establish the formula (3. 7). To 
do this we have to compute the Carleman-Fredholm determinant of the kernel (3.10). 
First observe that this kernel is nuclear and continuous. In fact, the cointinuity is 
clear. On the other hand, the kernel stCY.t is nuclear. Now ..\n = 4/[(2n - 1)2

71'"
2 ], n ~ 1 

are the eigenvalues of the integral operator associated with the kernel min(s, t) and 
en ( t) = v'2 sin( 2n - 1) ;t the corresponding eigenfunctions. Then 

and 
CX) CX) 

L llat..\nen(t)ll2 ~ llallcxi ¿ An < oo, 
n=l n=l 

which implies the nuclearity of the kernel at(s A t). Therefore we can malee use of the 
formula (2.9), and it suffices to show that det(J + Du) is equal to Z1. Note that the 
absolute value of Z 1 can be omitted because Zt ~ O. Set k(s, t) = st - s I\ t. From a 
well-known formula for the determinant of a nuclear operator ( see e.g. [15]) we obtain 

CX) 

det(J + Du) =¿'Y~, 
. n. 

n=O 

where 

,'n = { det(Dt;Ut; )dt1 · · · dtn. 
Í¡o,1Jn 
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vVe have to compute the coefficients in• 

1n = [ det(k(ti,tj))a(t1) .. ·a(tn)dt1 .. ,dtn 
}¡0,1]" 

=n! [ det(k(ti,t1))a(ti) .. ·a(tn)dt1•·•dtn. 
l{t¡ <t2< .. ·<tn} 

The determinant of the matrix (k(ti, tj)) is equal to 

Substracting the k-th row from the ( k - 1 )-th one, k = 2, ... , n, we get 

det(k(t;,t;)) = (fi 1.) 
2 

X ( t: -t:) ( t: -t:) ( t: -t:) ... ( t~ -tn~I) ( l - f~) 
= (-lft1(f2 - f1)(t3 - t2)(t4 - t3) · · · (tn - tn-i)(l - tn)

Consequently we obtain 

00 

det(I + Du) = 2)-lf 
n=O 

X { t1(t2 -t1)(t3 -t2)··•(tn -tn-1)(l-tn)a(t1)···a(tn)dt1 •··dtn 
l{t1<t2< .. ·<tn} 

(3.13) 
On the other hand the solution of the second order differential equation (3.8) can be 
expressed as 

Zt = t -1t 1ª auZudu = t -1t(t- u)auZudu. 

Iterating this equality we deduce that det(I + Du) coincides with Z1 . The proof of the 
lemma is now complete. Q.E.D. 

. 1 
Lemma 3.5. Let 9t be the a-algebra generated by Yi, Yi and fo Ws ds, where we recall 
that Yi and Yí are defined by (3.4) and (3.5). Let F be a random variable in the space 
ID¡~! such that F la is 9t-measurable for sorne set G E 9t- Then there exist random 
variables At, Bt, and Ct such that 

. 
laDoF = la [At8 + Ct] l¡o,tJ(8) + laBt(8 - 1) l¡t,1] (8), 

for dP x d8 almost all (w, 8) E Q x [O, 1). 
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Proof: Let us first compute 

and 

DoYi = t(l - B) + (t - B)l¡o,tJ(B) = B(t - l)l¡o,t](B) + (B - l)t l¡t,i](B), 

Do Yi = -(1 - B) + l¡o,t¡(B) = B l¡o,t](B) + (B - l)l¡t,1](8), 

Do ( ¡ 1 

Wt dt) = 1 - 8 . 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Thus, it suffices to apply Lemma 2.1 to the three-dimensional subspace of H generated 
by Bl¡o,tJ(B), l¡o,t](B) and (B - l)l¡t,i¡(B). Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 9.9. Let Q be the probability measure on C0 ([0, 1]) given by Lemma 
3.4. The law of the process {Xt} under P is the same as the law of {Yt} under Q. 
Therefore, we can replace the process {(Xt, Xt)} by {(Yt, Yt)} and the probability P by 
Q in the statement of the theorem. By Proposition 3.2 {(Yí, }í)} is a Markov process 
under P and now we have to study the Markov property with respect toan equivalent 
probability measure Q. The Radon-Nikodym derivative J = ~ will be given by the 
formula (3.7). Notice also that Zt > O for all t in (O, 1], and Zt > O for all t in jO, 1]. 
For any fixed t E (O, 1) we can factorize the Radon-Nikodym derivative J = ~ as 
follows 

where 

Lt = exp (- ¡t J(Ys,s) o dWs - ~ ¡t J(Y8 ,s)2 ds), 

Lt = exp (-¡1 

f(Ys,s) o dWs -1 ¡1 

J(Ys,s)2 ds). 

We define the o--algebras 
Ft = o- { (Ys, Ya), O ~ s ~ t} 
F' = <7 { (Ys, Ys), t ~ s ~ 1}, and FJ = ;:t V o-{Yo, Yo}= F' V o-{J0

1 
Wt dt}. 

For any random variable e integrable with respect to Q we set 

(3.17) 

because Lt is Ft-measurable. 

(i) Suppose first that f is an affine function. In that case Z1 is deterministic and we get 

Ep(eLtlFt) 
"e= Ep(VIFt) · 

Then if e is ;:t-measurable, u~ing the fact that Lt is also F'-measurabl~ and applying 
the Markov property of {(Yt, Yt)} under P we deduce that /\e is o-{Yí, Yí}-measurable 
and this implies that {(Yí, Yi); t E [O, 11} is a Markov process under Q. 
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(ii) To prove the converse assertion we suppose that {(Yt, Yt); t E [O, 1]} is a Markov 
field under Q and we have to show that J;'x = O. This assumption implies in particular 
that for any t E (O, 1) and any FJ-measurable random variable e, integrable with 

respect to Q, the conditional expectation "~ = EQ(el:Ft) is Yt = a{Yt, Yt, fo1 
Wt dt}

measurable. In order to obtain a suitable factorization of the random variable Z1 we 
set 

(3.18) 

that means, 
Z1 = 4>21 (1, t)Zt + 4>22(1, t)Zt, (3.19) 

where the process <I>(t) has been introduced in (3.6). Now define 

<I>21(l,t) 
'Pt = 4>22(1, t) 

and (3.20) 

From the equation Fi(t) = -<I>-1(t)Mt, we deduce that <I>21 (1,t) sastisfies the same 
second order differential equation (3.8) as Zt. From this fact we deduce that 'Pt and t/Jt 
are continuously differentiable processes on [0,1], <.p 1 = O, t/Jo = O, 'Pt > O for t E [O, 1) 
and t/Jt > O for t E (O, l]. Then we can write 

(3.21) 

and we obtain the factorization 

(3.22) 

where et = Lt<I>22(l, t). 
In the sequel we will denote by F the conditional expectation of the random variable 

F under P with respect to the a-algebra Yt· The random variables Zt and t/Jt are :Ft
measurable and, on the other hand, <I> 22 (1, t), and 'Pt are :F'-measurable. Thus, from 
(3.17) and (3.22) and applying the Markov field property of {(Yt, Yt)} under P we 
deduce that 

and by our hypotheses this expression is 9t-measurable. Therefore we obtain the follo
wing equation 

(3.23) 

which is valid for any :FJ-measurable random variable~ integrable with respect to Q. 
Now we choose two particular variables~: 

and 

First we remark that for t E (O, 1), i = 1, 2, e¡ is Q-integrable and nonnegative. In fact, 
thisfollowseasilyfromtheestimatesO ~ <I>21(l,t)-1 ~ (l-t)-1 andO ~ <I>22(l,t)-1 ~ l. 
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Then we define the set 

Notice that Gt E 9t- On the set Gt we have 

Consequently 

6Ct 6Ct<pt 
/\1: - -- - --==

<,l - Ct - Ct'Pt , 

~2Ct 6Ct'Pt 
Ae2 =-=- = -------. 

Ct Ct'Pt 

'PtCt = Ct<pt 

cp-¡ 1Ct<pt = Ct, 

which implies that ( 'Pt)-
1 = cp-¡ 1

• By the strict Jensen inequality applied to the measure 
space (Gt,Fla,,P) we get that the random variable la,'Pt is 9t-measurable. From the 
equation (3.23) we deduce that the random variable lat'Pt is 9t-measurable. 

It is not hard to show that the random variables 'Pt and "Pt belong to the space 
IDt~~, for any t E (O, 1). Thus by Lemma 3.5 applied to the random variables 'Pt and "Pt 
and to the sets Gt and G~, there exist random variables r 1(t) and r 2(t) such that 

(3.24) 

for all () E [t, 1], w E Gt, a.e., and 

(3.25) 

for all () E [O, t], w E Gtc, a.e. 
On the other hand, from the linear differential equations satisfied by <I»( t) and <I»( 1, t) 

we can derive Ricatti type differential equations for 'Pt and "Pt· In fact, differentiating 
with respect to t the equations 

we obtain 

<l»21 (1, t) = 'Pt<l»22(l, t) 

<I»21(t) = 1Pt<l»11(t), 

IPt + O:t<p¡ + 1 = O; 'PI = O 

~t - ªt"P¡ - l = O; "Po = O 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Applying the operator D , which commutes with the derivative with respect to the 
time variable, to the equations (3.26) and (3.27) yields 

d . 2 
-D9<pt + 2<pto:tD9'Pt + 'Pt D90:t = O, 
dt 
d 2 
-D9'1j)t - 2'1j)to:tD9'1j)t - "Pt D90:t = O, 
dt 

D9<p1 = O, 
(3.28) 

D9'1j)o = O. 
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Set 'Yts = exp (f/2<.pro:rdr), for any s,t E [O, l]. Notice that 

Deat = fJ(t - l)J;'x(1't, t)l¡o,t](fJ) + (0 - l)tJ;'x(Yi, t)l¡t,1](0). (3.29) 

Then if we solve the linear equation satisfied for De<.pt as a function of t, starting from 
the point 1 we get 

De<.pt = 11 

'Yts<.p~Deasds 

= (B-1) 1º 'Ytsf:xCr~,s)sds +B 11 

'Ytsf:xCYs,s)(s-l)ds 

= (B-1) 11 

'YtsÍ:x(Ys,s)sds + B 11 

'Ytsf;'x(Ys,s)(s - B)ds 

(3.30) 

On the set Gt and for fJ E [t, 1] we know by (3.24) that Do<.pt must be a multiple of 
(B-1). Taking into account the equation (3.30), this is only possible if f~x(Ys,s) = O for 
all sin the interval [t, 1] and for all w E Gt a.e. A similar argument, using the process 
"Pt, yields that f~x(Ys, s) = O for all s in [O, t] and for all w E G~ a.e. The point t being 
arbitrary in (O, 1) we deduce that the process J;'x(Ys, s) is identically zero. Therefore 
f~x(x) = O for all x, which completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 

Remark 

( 1) A similar result for a second order differential equation of the form 

has been proved in [8]. The proof in this case is more involved and sorne additional 
smoothness conditions on the function f are required. 

(2) As in [8] one could show that under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, if {(Xt, .Xt)} 
is a germ Markov field then f~'x = O. We recall that {(Xt,.Xt),O ~ t ~ 1} is a germ 
Markov field if for any O~ s < t ~ l, the values of the process inside and outside the in
terval [s, t] are conditionally independent, given the germ u-field nE>O u((Xu, Xu), u E 

(s - €,S + €) LJ (t - €,t + €)}. 

4. First order stochastic differential equations with boundary conditions 

In this section we describe sorne particular types of stochastic differential equations 
that have been recently studied using the techniques of noncausal stochastic calculus. 

4 .1 Bilinear stochastic differential equations of Stratonovich type with boundary conditi
ons. 

In [11] Ocone and Pardoux have developed a detailed study of an equation oí the 
form 

k 

dXt = (FXt + a)dt + ¿(G¡Xt + b¡) o dWj, 
i=l 

(4.1) 
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Here F, Gi, Ho and H 1 are dxd matrices, anda, b¡ and h0 are vectors in IR d. We assume 
that the matrix [H0 : Hi] has rank d. Particular examples of this type of boundary 
conditions are: 

(1) The first l coordinates of X 0 are given, where 1 ::::; l ::::; d, and the last d - l 
coordinates of X 1 are also given. The above linear boundary conditions can be reduced 
to this situation whenever lmH0 n lmH1 = {O}. 

(2) We impose the periodic boundary condition X 0 = X1 . 

In order to find a solution for the equation ( 4.1) we introduce the fundamental 
solution of the corresponding linear system: 

k 

d~t = F~tdt + L G¡~t o dW/' ~o= I, 
i=l 

and we set Vi = at + I:7=1 b¡ Wti. Then the candidate for a solution is 

Xt = ~tXo + ~t ¡t ~;-1 o dV8 • 

Substituting ( 4.2) into the boundary condition we obtain 

(4.2) 

One can show that ( 4.3) is the unique solution in sorne space of processes IL~c, provided 
that det( H O + H 1 ~ 1 ) =/= O a.s. We refer the reader to [11) for more details about this 
class of processes and for the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a solution. 

Concerning the Markov property of the solution one can show the following results: 

Proposition 4.1. Tbe solution {Xt} oí tbe equation (4.1) is a Markov process under 
one oí tbe following situations: 
(i) H 1 = O or H 0 = O. 

(ii) G¡ = O, 1 ::::; i::::; k (Gaussian case) and ImH0 n ImH1 = {O}. 

If lmH O n lmH 1 =/= {O} the process X may not be Markovian even in the Gaussian case. 
On the other hand, in the non Gaussian case, the condition ImH0 n ImH1 = {O} does 
not insure the Markov property. Conceming the Markov field property one has the 
following result. 

Proposition 4.2. Tbe solution {Xt} of tbe equation (4.1) is a Markov field in tbe 
following cases: 
(i) G1 = · · · = Gk = O (Gaussian case) 

(ii) a = b1 = • • • = bk = O, and ~t is a diagonal matrix for a11 t E [O, 1) (For instance, 
tbis is true in dimension one) 
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4- 2. Non linear stochastic differential equations with boundary conditions. 

Consider the following equation 

dXt + f(Xt) = dlVt, 

h(Xo, Xi) = ho, 

O~ t ~ l 
( 4.4) 

where W is ad-dimensional Wiener process, f: IRd--+ IRd, h: IR2d--+ IRd, and h0 is a 
vector in IR d. The existence and uniqueness of a solution for the equation ( 4.4) has been 
discussed in [7]. The Markov property of the process X has also been investigated using 
the techniques of Section 3. Concerning the Markov property one also has negative 
results in dimension one when the function f is non linear. Let us describe briefly how 
one can obtain these results. 

Notice first that if we assume a periodic boundary conditions, then the equation 
( 4.4) with f = O has no solution. For this reason we introduce a decomposition of the 
form f(x) =Ax+ f(x), where A is a fixed deterministic d x d-matrix. Then we denote 
by Y the solution of the corresponding boundary value problem in the case f = O. That 
means 

dYi + AYi = dWt, 
h(Y0 , Yi) = ho 

The boundary value problem ( 4.5) is equivalent to the following system 

Yi = e-At (Yo+ 1t eA"dW.,) 

h (Yo,e-A (Yo+ fo 1 

eA"dW.,)) = ho. 

In order to sol ve the equation ( 4.6) we will impose the following assumption: 

(H.l) For all z E IRd the equation h(y, e-A(y + z)) = h0 has a unique 
y=g(z). 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

solution 

We denote by n the space of continuous functions from [O, 1] into IRd which vanish 
at zero. On the other hand we denote by E the space of continuous functions x from [O, 1] 
into IRd which satisfy the desired boundary condition, that means h(xo, xi)= ho. Then, 
under the hypothesis (H.l) there exists a bijection \JI : n _... E such that Y= \Jl(W). 
We define the mapping T : n _... n by 

T(w)t = Wt + 1t f(\Jl.,(w))ds. 

As in Section 3 one can show that if T is a bijection then the equation ( 4.4) has 
the unique solution X = \Jl(T- 1(W)). The following are sufficient conditions for the 
transformation T to be bijective: 

( 1) T is one-to-one if: 

(i) There exists A E IR such that f +Alis strictly monotone and 
(ii) e,xlg(z)- g(z')I ~ le-A(z - z' + g(z)- g(z'))I, for all z,z' E IRd. 
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(2) T is onto if: 

(iii) f is locally Lipschitz 
(iv) lima--+oo ¼ SUP¡xjSa /J(x)/ = O (sublinear growth) 
( v) g has linear growth 

Assuming (i), a sufficient condition for (ii) is the following: 
(ii') h(x, y)= h(x, y)= h0 implies e.\/x - xi ::::; /y - y/. 

We remark that in the periodic case we only need f to be strictly monotone for T 
to be one-to-one, because we can take ,\=O in (1). 

We can now study the Markov property of the process X solution of ( 4.4). By 
means the extended version of Girsanov theorem ( see Theorem 2.5) one can show the 
following result: 

Theorem 4.3. Suppose tbat f and g a.re continuously differentiable functions sucb 
tbat the mapping T is bijective. Suppose in addition tbat 

det [I - eA<I>1g'(6) + g'(6)] #- O, ( 4.7) 

where et = 1: eA"dW.,, and cl>t = I - 1: f'(Y.,)cI>.,ds. Tben tbe conditions oí Tbeorem 
2.5 a.re satisfied by the transformation T, and we bave 

!~ = ldet [I - eAcI>1g'(6) + g'(6)] 1 

x exp {lt Tr]' (Yt)dt - lt J(Yt) o dWt - ~ lt /J(Yt)l 2dt}. 

Theorem 4.3 can be used to investigate the Markov properties of the process X. In 
fact, setting Wt = Wt + 1: f(Y.,)ds, we obtain 

dYt + AYt = dWt = dWt - lt J(Y.,)ds. 

Therefore, the process {Yt} is a solution of the equation ( 4.4) for the process W, and 
this implies that the law of Y under the probability Q coincides with the law of X under 
P. The results one can obtain for the Markov property are the following: 

(1) If f is an affine function, then {Xt} is always a Markov field. This can be proved 
by a direct argument. 

( 2) In dimension one, assuming that f and g are twice continuously differentiable, T is 
bijective, g'(x) > -1, g' is not identically zero, and (i) and (ii') hold, then if {Xt} is a 
Markov field, one necessarily has J" = O. 

(3) Suppose that 
xi1c - a,.· 

o - ' 
xi1c - b1.· 

1 - ' 

1::::; k ~ l 

l~k::::;d-1 
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and f is triangular, that means, Jk ( x) is a function of x1, ... , xk for all k. In this case, 
if for each k, Jk verifies a Lipschitz and linear growth condition on the variable xk, one 
can show that there exists a unique solution of the equation dXt + J(Xt) = dlVt with 
the above boundary conditions, and the solution is a Markov process. This result is also 
proved by direct methods, and it says that unlike the one-dimensional case the solution 
of ( 4.4) can be a Markov process even though f is non linear. 

( 4) In the following example in dimension 2 one also has a dicothomy similar to the 
one-dimensional case. Consider the equation 

dXt + f(Xt) = dWt 

xf = xJ = o 

where f(x1, x2 ) = (x1 - x2 , - h(x1 )) and h is a twice continuously differentiable func
tion such that O S f~ ( x) S K for sorne positive constant K. Then there exists a unique 
solution which is a Markov field only if f~' = O. 

(5) In dimension one, and assuming a linear boundary condition of the type F0 X 0 + 
F1 X 1 = h0 , Donati-Martin ( cf. [2]) has obtained the existence and uniqueness of a 
solution for the equation 

dXt = a(Xt) o dWt + b(Xt), 

when the coefficients b and a are of class C4 with bounded derivatives, and F0 F1 =/:- O. 
On the other hand, if a is linear ( a( x) = ax), h0 =/:- O, and assuming that b is of class 
C2

, then one can show that the solution { Xt} is a Markov field only if the drift is of the 
form ~(x) =Ax+ Bx log lxl, where IBI < l. 

For other types of existence results for first arder stochastic differential equations 
with boundary conditions we refer to Dembo and Zeitouni [1] and Huang Zhiyuan [18]. 
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